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The present study is focused on development of a 3-D computational approach to predict highly sub- 

cooled nucleate flow boiling in vertical upflow. Investigation of existing computational methodology 

based on Volume of Fluid (VOF) approach revealed fundamental weaknesses in modeling multiphase 

flows, which stems mostly from inadequate representation of shear-lift force on bubbles. A user defined 

function is adopted which provides detailed information relating to this important effect, and computed 

results are validated through comparison with experimental results and analytic predictions of single 

bubble trajectory. The computational method is then used to model the entire flow field for subcooled 

flow boiling in a rectangular channel heated on two opposite walls, and predictions are validated against 

FC-72 experimental data for four different mass velocities. Overall, computationally predicted interfa- 

cial behavior, flow pattern, and heat transfer parameters (wall temperature and heat transfer coefficient) 

show good agreement with experimental data. The model is also shown highly effective at predicting 

local phenomena (velocity and temperature profiles) not easily determined through experiments. 

© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

.1. Application of two-phase flow boiling for thermal management 

While developments in modern cutting-edge technologies have

ed to many performance benefits, these benefits were achieved at

he expense of greatly increased amount of dissipative heat. This

s especially the case with electronic and power devices, which are

ound in such applications as supercomputers, electronic data cen-

ers, medical equipment, advanced military radar, directed energy

asers, aircraft and spacecraft avionics, hybrid vehicle power elec-

ronics, and energy storage system (ESS) batteries [1,2] . High power

ensities and dissipative heat fluxes encountered in these applica-

ions mean single-phase liquid cooling methods are no longer ef-

ective, as they cannot fulfill cooling requirements across operating

onditions. 

As thermal management has become an enabling technology

or many modern applications, diverse two-phase methods have

een proposed, utilizing boiling and its reciprocal process of con-

ensation. Of these two, the former deals with heat acquisition
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rom devices with high-flux surfaces by phase change from liq-

id to vapor, and the latter involves heat rejection to the ambient

y returning the vapor to liquid state. The appeal of phase change

ethods is derived mostly from the coolant’s natural ability to uti-

ize its both sensible and latent heat. 

Compared to condensation, boiling often represents the greater

hallenge for design engineers. This is due to greater difficulty in

ontrolling pressure drop and heat transfer coefficient to obtain

table operation, often related to presence of instabilities in the

ystem [3–5] . Furthermore, over-intense boiling can lead to criti-

al heat flux (CHF), where vapor occlusion of heated surfaces leads

o rapid temperature rise capable of destroying whole systems. 

CHF is inarguably the most important design factor and safety

arameter for all high heat flux controlled boiling applications.

verheating beyond CHF greatly reduces cooling performance,

ausing the device being cooled to physically burn out or melt

own. In applications avoiding this risk, however, boiling is a very

ffective approach to cooling modern devices due to its ability

o greatly increase heat transfer coefficient, thereby decreasing

urface temperature for a given heat flux, helping minimize sys-

em weight and volume, and requiring relatively small amounts of

oolant compared to single-phase liquid cooling. Also, depending

n boiling regime and operating conditions, devices can be main-

ained at a fairly uniform temperature near the coolant’s saturation
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Nomenclature 

a half of bubble diameter 

C L shear-lift coefficient 

c p specific heat at constant pressure 

�c mesh (cell) size 

d diameter for circular tubes 

E energy per unit mass 

F force 

F b buoyancy force 

F cp contact pressure force 

F du unsteady drag force 

F h hydrodynamic pressure force 

F qs quasi-steady drag 

F s surface tension force 

F sl shear-lift force 

G mass velocity 

G s dimensionless shear rate 

g gravitational acceleration 

H height of flow channel’s cross-section 

h heat transfer coefficient 

h fg latent heat of vaporization 

k thermal conductivity 

k eff effective thermal conductivity 

L total length of computational domainin individual 

references ( Table 3 ) 

L d development length of flow channel in experiment 

L e exit length of flow channel in experiment 

L entrance entrance length of computational domain 

L exit exit length of computational domain 

L h heated length of flow channel 

˙ m mass transfer rate 

P pressure 

q ′′ heat flux 

Re Reynolds number 

r i mass transfer intensity factor 

S h volumetric energy source 

T temperature 

T in temperature at channel inlet 

t time 

t s thickness of solid wall in computational domain 

�T sub inlet subcooling 

U r relative velocity 

u velocity 

u τ friction velocity 

V volume 

W width of flow channel’s cross-section 

y coordinate normal to wall 

y + dimensionless distance perpendicular to the wall 

z axial direction coordinate 

Greek symbols 

α volume fraction; void fraction 

θ a advancing angle 

θ i inclination angle 

θ r receding angle 

μ dynamic viscosity 

ν kinetic viscosity 

ρ density 

φ fluid property 

Subscripts 

b bubble 

f liquid phase 
o  
g vapor phase 

i initial bubble condition; index for phase 

sat saturation 

sub subcooling 

emperature. Because of these practical merits, boiling schemes

ave been target of extensive investigations at the Purdue Uni-

ersity Boiling and Two-Phase Flow Laboratory (PU-BTPFL) and

ther organizations worldwide. Configurations considered include

apillary-pumped [6] , pool boiling [7–9] , macro-channel flow boil-

ng [10–12] , mini/micro-channel flow boiling [13,14] , spray [15–17] ,

et impingement [18,19] , and hybrid cooling schemes [20] . 

The present study is focused entirely on channel flow boiling.

resently, predicting two-phase flow and heat transfer in chan-

els relies mostly on empirical correlations ( e.g., [21–25] ) and, to a

esser extent, theoretical models [26,27] . For thermal design engi-

eers in industry, correlations are highly desirable because of their

ase of use, however, they are valid only for the specific fluid(s)

nd operating ranges of databases upon which they are based. 

.2. Utilization of computational methods for prediction of two-phase 

ow and heat transfer 

The present study focuses on two-phase boiling flow and heat

ransfer characteristics in vertical upflow. Key points are to pre-

ict boiling regime and heat transfer coefficient under given oper-

ting conditions. To overcome the limitations of empirical correla-

ions, computational approaches have gained increased popularity

or thermal system design. Computational approaches have evolved

ver the past few decades along with improvements in comput-

ng performance of computer hardware. Computational methods

ave shown credible success in predicting single-phase fluid flow

nd heat transfer in a variety of flow configurations and operat-

ng environments, verified by agreement with experimental data.

ver time, significant improvements in numerical schemes for en-

anced accuracy, stability and computation speed have been made

or complicated single-phase flows. 

Computational prediction of two-phase flow involving phase

hange is still challenging, but continuing research is closing the

ap with single-phase flow. One key facet of predicting two-phase

ow is to track the interface between liquid and gas phases as be-

avior of each phase and interaction along interface define flow

egime that in turn affects heat transfer. In the case of boiling,

he behavior of vapor bubbles ( i.e., bubble departure, deformation,

oalescence, and breakup) can determine the stage in the boiling

rocess, and each stage has distinct heat transfer characteristics.

 recent review article by Kharangate and Mudawar [28] intro-

uced several interface tracking methods that have shown success

n numerical modeling of multi-phase flow. Lagrangian and Eule-

ian methods are two such schemes. The former provides accu-

ate and smooth interfaces between phases, but it is complex and

omputationally expensive because of the need to remesh every

teration. This method is suitable for modeling a single bubble or

lm-wise condensation with a simple flow configuration. On the

ther hand, Eularian methods are relatively less complicated and

xpensive, but show difficulty in clearly capturing interface (al-

hough some interface reconstruction schemes compensate for this

eakness). Even Eulerian methods, however, require high perfor-

ance computing resources if full scale, realistic boiling problems

 e.g., full micro-channel heat sinks) are to be simulated. 

Another key factor in proper computational prediction of two-

hase flows is modeling the phase change mechanism. In general,

hase change models are combined two-phase schemes that track

r capture interface position and evaluate mass transfer across the
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nterface. Selection of appropriate mass transfer model is critical

o accurate computational predictions and will be discussed in

reater detail in following sections. 

The ability of the selected computational approach to fully cap-

ure crucial interfacial dynamics and heat/mass transfer at in-

erfaces largely determines its ability to predict bulk flow phe-

omenon including flow regime and heat transfer. These small-

cale, local calculations of mass, momentum, and energy trans-

er across interfaces are also common causes of numerical diver-

ence if not configured properly for given boundary conditions.

any studies have focused on computational/numerical prediction

f nucleate boiling (ONB) [29–31] , slug flow [32] , and annular flow

33] using computational modeling, with differing degrees of suc-

ess predicting important design parameters such as wall tempera-

ure, heat transfer coefficient, and void fraction along flow channel.

Despite the proliferation of recent works regarding computa-

ional phase change modeling, many difficulties remain in select-

ng and utilizing proper sub-models (selecting and implementing a

roper mass transfer model is particularly difficult depending on

perating conditions under investigation). The following sections

ill discuss pros and cons of different approaches and outline the

ethodology adopted in the present study. 

.3. Choice and limitations of volume of fluid (VOF) method, and 

eed for 3-D modeling 

Of the two popular numerical methods for multi-phase flow,

ulerian has been more commonly used to track liquid-vapor in-

erface due to the practicality of implementation. The most popu-

ar of Eulerian methods is the volume-of-fluid (VOF) model, which

olves a continuity equation for the volume fraction of each phase

nd a single momentum equation throughout computational do-

ain. Theoretically, volume fraction is a continuous function in

ime and space and only applicable in the case where each phase

s not immiscible. VOF model is comparatively simpler, less time-

onsuming, and more stable in tackling mass conservation than an-

ther common approach called the level-set (LS) model, though it

s less accurate in capturing interface topology. VOF model can also

e easily combined with phase change models computing mass

ransfer between phases incorporated in the continuity equation,

hile LS model suffers numerical divergence associated with in-
Fig. 1. Streamlines around vapor bubble in vertical upflow for G = 836.64
tability in mass conservation when tackling multi-phase flow with

hase change. 

In spite of these merits, VOF model often provides poor pre-

iction of flows with a discrete fluid in a continuous fluid ( e.g.,

ubbly flow or mist/droplet flow) due to the absence of momen-

um equations for each phase. As a single set of momentum equa-

ions is shared by phases, forces acting at/across interfaces cannot

e precisely calculated due to less accurate estimation of relative

elocities between phases. Inaccurate force prediction for interac-

ion between different phases leads to errors in predicting bubble

etachment or lift-off (particularly in high-velocity convective boil-

ng where these effects are critical), causing severe errors regarding

ubble motion along the flow direction. These errors become even

orse in the case of a few dispersed bubbles surrounded by con-

inuous fluid and large difference in velocities between phases. In

 previous study by the current authors relating to 2-D flow boil-

ng simulations [34] , it was clearly shown that streamlines pen-

trate across interfaces and there is no stagnation point around

ubbles, as seen in Fig. 1 . Hence, forces acting on bubbles can be

nder-/over-predicted, which causes pre-CHF at high heat flux con-

itions as a result of wrong prediction of bubble lift-off. One of the

issing forces relating to the bubble lift-off is a transverse force

alled shear-lift force which a particle experiences when moving

n a shear flow [35] . The influence of shear-lift force on lateral mi-

ration in shear flow for rigid spherical particles was first demon-

trated experimentally by Segre and Silberberg [36] . Because of

his effect, these particles have a certain equilibrium position in

 tube, irrespective of the injected position. Similarly, treatment

f the shear-lift force governing a bubble’s lateral migration may

ave a profound effect on improving results for continuum flow

odel computations used to predict large-scale dispersed liquid-

as flows. 

In addition to insufficient treatment of interfacial forces by cur-

ent computational approaches, there is the possibility of large dis-

repancies between 3-D and 2-D boiling simulations not addressed

n most prior works. As 3-D approaches fully consider all bound-

ng walls of a flow channel, predicted shear stress is more accu-

ate, affecting bubble behavior near the walls. Further differences

etween 2-D and 3-D simulations are attributable to differences in

ubble shape, with bubbles close to sphere/semi-sphere in 3-D as

pposed to cylinder or truncated cylinder in 2-D. This means area

n contact with liquid phase will be different, affecting the amount
–833.14 kg/m2s, q ′′ = 191–246 kW/m2 and ATsub = 30.81–31.24 °C. 
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of phase change, which is a key factor of two-phase cooling. More-

over, unpredicted shear stress from sidewalls of a rectangular flow

channel in 2-D tends to stimulate pre-CHF as shear-lift force from

sidewalls (captured in 3-D simulations) pushes bubbles towards

the channel center and aids liquid replenishment along the heated

walls. In 2-D computations, absence of this extra shear effect leads

to premature predictions of CHF. Thus, 3-D boiling simulation and

accurate modeling of forces acting on bubble are crucial in the case

of relatively large-scale computational domain with high heat flux

conditions. 

1.4. Objectives of study 

The present study is a continuing part of NASA’s Flow Boiling

and Condensation Experiment (FBCE), an ongoing collaboration be-

tween NASA Glenn Research Center and the Purdue University Boil-

ing and Two-Phase Flow Laboratory (PU-BTPFL). The primary goal

of this initiative is to develop an experimental facility for the In-

ternational Space Station (ISS) capable of gathering long term flow

boiling and flow condensation data in microgravity that can be

contrasted with data amassed from terrestrial experiments in or-

der to develop predictive tools (empirical, analytical and computa-

tional) capable of accurately accounting for effects of body force on

two-phase flow and heat transfer in channels. A summary of sci-

entific developments realized as a part of the project can be found

in a recent review article by Mudawar [37] , including details of

extensive prior flow boiling testing performed on ground and in

parabolic flight [38,39] . 

The present study uses both experimental and computational

results to explore fluid flow and heat transfer characteristics for

highly subcooled vertical upflow of FC-72. The present computa-

tional approach offers significant improvements over prior work

[34] by incorporating (1) modeling of shear-lift force acting on

bubbles in forced convective boiling, and (2) simulating the full 3-

D computational domain (including both fluid and solid sections

for conjugate heat transfer). Conditions for four different mass ve-

locities and heat fluxes are examined. Shear-lift force acting on va-

por phase as well as the method of identifying effective bubble size

influenced by this force are provided using a user-defined function

(UDF). Validation of the effect of shear-lift force on bubble behav-

ior in computational modeling is performed by comparing predic-

tions for single bubble trajectory in a flow channel with experi-

ments by Nahra and Motil [40] . Two other shear-lift models devel-

oped by Mei and Klausner [41] and Legendre-Magnaudet [35] are

also numerically investigated. Vapor void fraction is used to vali-

date set-up of phase change model relating to the mass transfer in-

tensity factor incorporated in computational analysis as dominant

interfacial diffusion that can arise from advection in 3-D. Tempo-

ral and spatial averaging method is employed to predict the wall

temperature and heat transfer coefficient. Overall, this study in-

vestigates computationally important characteristics of flow boil-

ing which cannot be obtained from experiment, including void

fraction, velocity and temperature distributions for both along and

across flow channel. 

Key goals for the present work are: 

1) Investigate benefits of scaling-up from a 2-D to a 3-D com-

putational domain, evaluated in terms of accurate predic-

tion of flow boiling hydrodynamics and corresponding heat

transfer. 

2) Further outline proper use of Lee mass transfer model

[42] for subcooled flow boiling simulations, focusing on the

use/non-use of identical values of mass transfer intensity

factor ( r i ) for interfacial evaporation and condensation cal-

culations. 
3) Illustration of the inability of current VOF formulation to

capture interfacial behavior. A new approach to better ac-

count for interfacial forces (primarily the shear-lift force)

will be outlined, and its benefits over the unmodified ap-

proach detailed. 

4) Comparison of 3-D predictions (accurately accounting for in-

terfacial forces) and prior 2-D results with experimental re-

sults to establish the new 3-D approach as state-of-the-art

for prediction of flow boiling in macro-channels. 

. Experimental methods 

Experimental flow boiling results are used throughout the

resent study to offer validation of computational predictions.

hus, it is relevant to provide a brief summary of experimental

ethods employed in gathering results. 

The test section used in the current work is the Flow Boil-

ng Module (FBM), part of NASA’s Flow Boiling and Condensa-

ion Experiment (FBCE). Fig. 2 (a) provides an exploded view of

ts construction, highlighting how it is comprised of three polycar-

onate plates compressed between two aluminum support plates.

he flow channel is milled out of the central polycarbonate piece,

hich is polished to optical-grade clarity, allowing detailed high-

peed flow visualization measurements to be made. 

Fig. 2 (b) provides a schematic of the flow channel. The chan-

el is rectangular with 2.5-mm width and 5-mm height, providing

 3.33-mm hydraulic diameter (meaning the test section is best

escribed as a macro-channel). A 32.79-cm developing length is

ocated just downstream of a flow straightener near the channel

nlet, provided to ensure hydrodynamically fully developed flow

t the inlet of the heated length. The 11.46-cm heated length is

omprised of two copper slabs recessed into the right and left

alls of the channel, each with six resistive heaters soldered to

he back. Direct fluid temperature measurements are made using

ype-E thermocouples just prior to the flow straightener (module

nlet) and at the end of the 6.09-cm exit length downstream of

he boiling region (module exit). 

Fig. 2 (c) showcases the construction and instrumentation of the

eated length, with type-E thermocouples mounted in the copper

lab just upstream and downstream of consecutive resistors (the

ositions of these thermocouples are important as their measure-

ents will be compared directly to computational predictions of

all temperature in later sections). As mentioned previously, opti-

ally polished polycarbonate sidewalls are left unobstructed to al-

ow for simultaneous heat transfer and flow visualization measure-

ents. 

Finally, Fig. 2 (d) provides a schematic of the flow loop used

or experiments. Working fluid FC-72 (a dielectric manufactured by

 M Company) is circulated using an Ismatech MCP-z magnetically

oupled gear pump and first passes through a filter to remove any

articulates. A turbine flow meter is used to measure flowrate, af-

er which the fluid enters a Cast-X circulation heater (pre-heater)

sed to set inlet conditions at the test section. 

The test section is mounted on a rotating platform to allow

or testing in different orientations, although all results presented

n the current work correspond to vertical upflow orientation.

 variac is used to control power supplied to the heated walls,

nd simultaneous flow visualization images are captured at 20 0 0

rames per second (fps) with a pixel resolution of 2040 × 174

panning the entire 11.46-cm heated length. 

Exiting the test section, flow passes through an air-cooled

ytron heat exchanger, used to return the working fluid to single-

hase liquid, prior to passing an accumulator (used to compensate

or volume changes associated with vapor production) and return-

ng to the pump. 
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Fig. 2. (a) Exploded view of flow boiling module (FBM). Schematics of (b) FBM fluid path and (c) heated wall temperature measurement locations. (d) Schematic of flow 

loop. 
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All data collection is handled by a National Instruments NI

SCXI-10 0 0 data acquisition system controlled by LabView. Type-E

thermocouples with an accuracy of ±0.5 °C are used to measure

fluid and heated wall temperatures throughout the system. Pres-

sure measurements are made using transducers with an accuracy

of ±0.1% and pressure drop accuracy of ±0.2%. The turbine flow

meter has an accuracy of ±0.1%, and wall heat input is measured

with an accuracy of ±0.5 W. Overall uncertainty in determining the

heat transfer coefficient is ±8%. 

For additional details on fluid components used, measurement

techniques employed, and operating conditions tested, the reader

is advised to consult a prior experimental study [43] . 

3. Computational methods 

3.1. Governing equations 

A 3-D, transient, VOF approach is adopted in ANSYS FLUENT for

tracking interfacial behavior during flow boiling with double-sided

heated walls. Within this method, volume fractions of each phase

are calculated for every computational cell and the sum of volume

fractions of phases must equal unity. In order to obtain a sharp

interface between liquid and vapor phases, spatial discretization

scheme Geo-Reconstruct is explicitly used with interfacial anti-

diffusion treatment (only applied to interfacial cells to suppress

the excess numerical diffusion that can arise from 3-D advection

effects and high aspect-ratio cells). Body force is implicitly consid-

ered to take into account vapor detachment from and liquid re-

plenishment to the heated surface. It is assumed the flow is incom-

pressible and properties of each phase are constant with temper-

ature. Continuity of the volume fraction (including mass transfer

between phases) is expressed as 

∂α f 

∂t 
+ ∇ �

(
α f � u f 

)
= 

1 

ρ f 

∑ (
˙ m gf − ˙ m fg 

)
for liquid phase (1)

and 

∂ αg 

∂t 
+ ∇ � ( αg � u g ) = 

1 

ρg 

∑ (
˙ m f g − ˙ m g f 

)
for vapor phase , (2)

where α, � u , ˙ m , and ρ are, respectively, volume fraction, velocity

vector, mass transfer rate, and density. Subscripts f and g refer to

liquid and vapor, respectively. 

Momentum and energy equations are solved throughout the

computational domain, with properties density, ρ , dynamic viscos-

ity, μ, and thermal conductivity, k eff, depending on local volume

fraction. Momentum and energy equations are given by 

∂ 

∂t 
( ρ�

 u ) + ∇ � ( ρ�
 u 

�
 u ) = −∇P + ∇ �

[
μ

(∇ 

�
 u + ∇ 

�
 u 

T 
)]

+ 

�
 F , (3)

and 

∂ 

∂t 
( ρE ) + ∇ � ( � u ( ρE + P ) ) = ∇ �

(
k e f f ∇T 

)
+ S h , (4)

where P and E refer to pressure and energy per mass. All proper-

ties used in above equations are determined according to 

φ = 

∑ 

αi φi , (5)

where φ is the fluid property evaluated using a phase-weighted

average of liquid and vapor values. The Continuum Surface Force

model (CSF) [44] is used for surface tension force as a part of

the source term 

�
 F in the momentum equation. Similarly, the ex-

tra energy transfer from boiling and condensation is incorporated

as a source term, S h , in the energy equation. It is defined as the

product of mass transfer rate and latent heat, expressed as ˙ m h fg .

A shear-lift force acting on only the vapor phase is also included

in the present formulation, which is discussed in next section. In
ddition, to consider turbulence effects in flow boiling, the two-

quation Shear-Stress Transport (SST) k- ω turbulence model with

urbulence dampening is used. This model is a combination of k-

 and k- ε models, applying the former in the near-wall region

nd the latter for free-stream flow (with a blending function ap-

lied between them). It has been observed the SST k- ω turbulence

odel shows improved prediction of temperature gradients near

iquid-vapor interfaces, likely due to its treatment of turbulence

ampening in this region. Use of the k- ω model in the near-wall

egion allows consideration of low Reynolds effects and shear flow

preading, capturing most physical phenomena of present in two-

hase flows [44,45] . The use of another two-equation turbulence

odel, such as the k- ε model, was avoided as this offers less accu-

acy in the near-wall region. High-order turbulence models, while

otentially more accurate, were also avoided as they incur high

omputational expense. Overall numerical details and discretiza-

ion methods used in the present study are similar to ones ap-

lied in recent computational modeling of 2-D flow boiling by the

resent authors [34] , with key differences being the 3-D domain

nd inclusion of shear-lift force in conservation of momentum in

he present work. 

.2. Shear-lift force 

Klausner et al. [46] and Zeng et al. [47] provided detailed anal-

sis of forces acting on a bubble in directions parallel and normal

o the heated surface to understand the influence of shear flow

onditions on bubble detachment in flow boiling. Investigation of

hear-lift force and wake effect acting on single and multiple bub-

les (with sizes much larger than bubbles in the current study)

n shear liquid flow was conducted computationally by Rabha and

uwa [48] , showing good prediction of bubble trajectory, change in

ubble shape, and vorticity distribution for rising dispersed bub-

les. As bubble growth and detachment are important to the boil-

ng process, force balance on bubbles should be carefully evalu-

ted. As discussed in the introduction, however, forces generated

y differences in phase velocities cannot be accurately evaluated

ecause of limitations characteristic of the VOF method. As illus-

rated in Fig. 3 , force balance for single bubble on vertical wall is

iven as 

 

�
 F y = 

�
 F s,y + 

�
 F du ,y + 

�
 F sl + 

�
 F h + 

�
 F cp = ρg V b 

d � u y 

dt 

for forces normal to the surface , (6)

nd 

∑ 

�
 F z = 

�
 F s,z + 

�
 F du ,z + 

�
 F qs + 

�
 F b = ρg V b 

d � u z 

dt 

or forces parallel to the surface . (7)

In the above equations, F s is surface tension force, F du unsteady

rag force (due to transient and asymmetrical bubble growth), F sl 

hear-lift force produced by the velocity gradient, F h hydrodynamic

ressure force, F cp contact pressure force (due to pressure differ-

nce between inside and outside of the bubble at the reference

oint), F qs quasi-steady drag in the flow direction, F b buoyancy

orce, and V b volume of bubble. Also in Fig. 3 , θ a , θ r , and θ i are,

espectively, advancing, receding, and inclination angle. In this for-

ulation, dynamic effects of turbulence and interfacial waviness

re ignored. 

Among these forces, shear-lift force induced by shear rate of

ncoming flow is carefully examined in the present study as it

s poorly predicted by the VOF method and found to affect bub-

le lift-off significantly. In addition, for a typical bubble of around

.3 mm, shear-lift force is of the same order of magnitude as sur-

ace tension and unsteady drag forces (occurring due to asymmet-

ical bubble growth which acts opposite to surface normal), and
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Fig. 3. Schematic of forces acting on single bubble on the heated surface in shear 

flow. 
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Fig. 4. Flow chart for computing and applying shear-lift force. 
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hear-lift has significant role in bubble detachment while the other

orces play lesser roles [46] . For this study, models developed for

 solid sphere in slow shear flow [49] , a bubble in inviscid flow

ith weak shear [50] , or in viscous linear shear flow [35] were

xcluded from analysis. To improve prediction of bubble behavior

nd thus heat transfer, the shear-lift force formulation derived by

ei and Klausner [41] , considering local shear strain rate, is em-

loyed as a source term in the momentum equation using a user-

efined function (UDF) in ANSYS FLUENT. It should be noted that

hey modified Saffman’s model [49] to tackle vapor bubbles and,

ombined with Auton’s study [50] , developed an interpolation for

he shear-lift force over a wide range of Reynolds number. Shear-

ift coefficient in their formulation is expressed as 

 L = 

F sl 

1 
2 
ρ f U 

2 
r πa 2 

= 3 . 877 G 

1 / 2 
s ×

[ 
Re −m/ 2 

b 
+ 

(
0 . 344 G 

1 / 2 
s 

)m 

] 1 /m 

, 

with m = 4 , (8) 

here 

 s = 

∣∣∣∣
d U r 

dy 

∣∣∣∣
a 

U r 
, (9) 

G s is the dimensionless shear rate based on relative velocity,

 r = U f – U g , between the vapor bubble and liquid, Re b is bub-

le Reynolds number based on the characteristic length of bubble

iameter, and a is half the bubble diameter. 

In order to apply these formulations to CFD, determining bubble

iameter is most crucial for the current flow boiling application. It

s both computationally complex and expensive to determine the

iameter of every bubble along the flow channel as bubble size

aries with time and space. In nucleate flow boiling, tiny bubbles

re generated, and they get bigger downstream because of indi-

idual bubble growth and coalescence between bubbles. Further,

s each bubble deforms in anisotropic fashion during flow boiling,

t is hard to identify exact bubble diameter for every single bub-

le. Because of this complicating factor, the present study uses an
verage vapor bubble diameter (which changes in time) through-

ut the computational domain, updated every iteration according

o the ratio of total vapor volume within the domain to interfacial

rea. 

Another challenge is to identify the relative velocity between

ncoming flow and bubble motion from the computational simu-

ation. As fluid flow develops and nucleate boiling occurs, velocity

ectors of oncoming liquid flow and the vapor motion within the

ubble are not in the same direction, and they continue to change

very iteration. Intense computational resources are required to

erform the necessary integration and vector calculation for every

ingle cell, so similar to that done in determining bubble diameter,

he difference between constant liquid velocity and vapor velocity

arying with space and time is used for relative velocity. 

The detailed computing procedure for the UDF is described in

he flow chart illustrated in Fig. 4 . As subcooled liquid initially

asses through the flow channel, shear lift force plays no role at

he beginning. Once phase change occurs, this algorithm identifies

ells occupied by vapor phase whose volume fraction is greater

han or equal to a specific reference value of 0.5 and obtains to-

al vapor volume within the entire domain through summation

f cells with vapor. It also sums all face areas where vapor con-

acts the thermally conjugated surface between fluid and solid

ells. These two values are saved into allocated memory, recalled

y the UDF, and used to calculate the mean diameter of vapor

very numerical iteration by dividing the total volume of vapor

ells by the total surface area of vapor. Shear-lift force is then ob-

ained according to Eq. (8) . It should be noted that shear-lift force

s only applied to the vapor cells within the velocity boundary

ayer (based on the velocity profile) because of the large shear

ate in the boundary layer. This is necessary to prevent overes-

imation of shear-lift force, as overestimated positive and nega-

ive shear-lift forces would tend to squeeze the bubble and change
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Fig. 5. Schematics of 3-D computational domain and mesh of cross section area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. (a) Grid independence test based on spatially and time-averaged wall tem- 

perature, (b) Axial variation of heated wall y + . 
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its shape computationally to thin and long strings, which is not

physically correct. The shear-lift force UDF is not applied if vapor

cells are located beyond the velocity boundary layer (close to the

core region). Validation of this methodology will be discussed in

Section 4 , performed through comparison with single-bubble ex-

periments by Nahra and Motil [40] . 

3.3. Computational domain and initial/boundary conditions 

Fig. 5 shows the computation domain used in the present study.

This domain is three-dimensional and full sized, simulating ver-

tical upflow boiling in a rectangular channel with cross sectional

area of 2.5 mm × 5 mm ( W × H ) and uses actual dimensions

of copper heating walls used in the experimental flow boiling

module. The length of domain is extended slightly to provide an

adiabatic entrance length upstream ( L entrance = 5 mm) and exit

length downstream ( L exit = 10 mm), done to eliminate any poten-

tial numerically induced entrance/exit effects. Two solid regions of

2.5 mm × 1.04 mm × 114.6 mm ( W × t s × L h ), representing cop-

per heating walls, are applied on the right and left of the fluid re-

gion to simulate conjugate heat transfer from solid to fluid. Mesh-

ing is done by ANSYS ICEM CFD, with quadrilateral mesh adopted

for the entire domain. Non-uniform mesh sizing is used with re-

finement near walls to capture phase change starting from vapor

embryos, bubble formation, and accurately predict shear stress and

fluid-heat transfer interaction in the viscous sublayer. 
Grid independence is verified by averaging wall temperature

ver the entire copper heating walls for four different grid sizes,

omparing the spatial and time averaged value with experimental

ata after reaching computational steady-state. For grid indepen-

ence testing, intermediate mass velocity of G = 453.16 kg/m 

2 s

nd heat flux of q ′′ = 143.24 kW/m 

2 are applied as bound-

ry conditions. As shown in the authors’ prior study involv-

ng 2-D simulation [34] , near-wall cell size below 14- μm ex-

ibited grid-independent results, so cell sizes of �c = 5.5, 6.5,

.5, 9.5 μm near wall are tested for the present 3-D simulation.

ig. 6 (a) shows asymptotic convergence of average wall tempera-

ure achieved for near-wall cell size below around 7.5 μm. A cell

ize of �c = 6.5 μm near wall is selected in the present study

o provide peak accuracy with minimum computing time. As the

resent case corresponds to turbulent flow, it is also important to

valuate non-dimensional distance, y + , from the wall based on the

elected cell size. It is defined as 

 

+ = 

y u τ
, (10)
ν
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Table 1 

Mass velocities and thermophysical properties used in computational model. 

G 

( kg / m 

2 . s ) 

T sat 

( ◦C ) 

h f g 

( J / kg mol ) 

ρ f 

( kg / m 

3 ) 

C p f 

( J / kg × K ) 

k f 
( W / m · K ) 

μ f 

( kg / m · s ) 

ρg 

( kg / m 

3 ) 

C pg 

( J / kg · K ) 

k g 
( W / m · K ) 

μg 

( kg / m · s ) 

σ

( N / m ) 

176.52 61.97 2.775 × 10 7 1608.8 1117.1 0.0536 3.858 × 10 −4 15.874 942.06 0.0142 1.209 × 10 −5 0.0080 

445.75 60.16 2.761 × 10 7 1605.2 1120.1 0.0534 3.786 × 10 −4 16.591 946.91 0.0143 1.215 × 10 −5 0.0079 

836.64 62.20 2.974 × 10 7 1608.2 1117.6 0.0536 3.846 × 10 −4 15.992 942.87 0.0142 1.210 × 10 −5 0.0080 

2453.51 69.37 2.701 × 10 7 1589.6 1133.1 0.0527 3.497 × 10 −4 19.953 967.97 0.0149 1.243 × 10 −5 0.0073 

Table 2 

Numerical details and discretization methods. 

Pressure-velocity coupling Pressure-implicit with splitting of operators (PISO) 

Gradient Least square cell based 

Pressure PRESTO! 

Momentum Third-order monotonic upstream-centered scheme for conservation laws (MUSCL) 

Volume fraction Geo-reconstruct 

Turbulent kinetic energy First-order upwind 

Specific dissipation rate First-order upwind 

Energy Second-order upwind 

Transient formulation First-order implicit 
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here y, u τ , and v are, respectively, the absolute distance from

he wall, friction velocity, and kinetic viscosity of mixture. Non-

imensional distance represents a standard measure of mesh re-

nement for heat and mass transfer phenomena of interest. This

arameter fluctuates along the channel due to property variation

nd local phase change. As shown in Fig. 6 (b), the selected cell size

ields y + < 5 along the heated wall for the entire channel length,

hich is small enough to capture relevant physical phenomena in

he viscous sublayer. 

Simulations for four different combinations of mass velocity

nd wall heat flux are performed in the present study. Fully

eveloped velocity profiles corresponding to each mass velocity

 G = 176. 96, 453.16, 837.32, 2438.28 kg/m 

2 s) and accompany-

ng turbulent properties are applied at the inlet boundary. Specific

ressure values equal to experimental data are used in the out-

et boundary. No-slip boundary condition is applied to all walls.

ontact angle estimated from the vapor-solid to vapor-liquid inter-

ace for wall adhesion effect is 175 °. Contact angle influences wall

dhesion effects in conjunction with the surface tension model

44] , adjusting the curvature of the surface normal in cells near

he heated surface and affecting the body force term during the

urface tension calculation. Wall heat fluxes correspond to ~ 42–

5% of CHF as measured during experiments [11] (corresponding

o q ′′ = 104.34, 143.24, 191.56, 194.87 W/m 

2 ). The range of inlet

ubcooling is between 30 and 36 °C. A coupled heat flux condition

s applied to the interface between solid and liquid to address con-

ugate heat transfer. Indicated in Table 1 are properties of FC-72 for

ach case, which are determined based on the corresponding mea-

ured saturation pressure, spanning P = 113.82–151.83 kPa. Liquid

nitially occupies the entire flow channel with constant velocity

orresponding to each mass velocity case. For numerical stability,

 global Courant number ( u �t/ �c ) of unity and variable time-step

ize ranging from 10 −5 to 10 −7 s are used. Full numerical details

nd discretization methods are summarized in Table 2 . 

.4. Phase change model and mass transfer intensity factor in 

ubcooled flow boiling 

It is paramount to use an appropriate phase change model

o achieve accurate computational prediction of heat and mass

ransfer. As the present study deals with highly subcooled liq-

id flow and begins from liquid-only state, mass transfer models

hat require pre-existing interfaces to calculate mass transfer ( e.g.,

chrage model [51] ) cannot be used. The Lee model [42] is adopted

n the current approach due to its effectiveness at predicting evap-
ration in bulk flow at any location where fluid temperature ex-

eeds local saturation temperature, and effectiveness of this model

as verified in the authors’ previous study [34] . The mass trans-

er rate per unit volume computed according to the Lee model is

iven by 

˙ 
 fg = r i α f ρ f 

(
T f − T sat 

)
T sat 

for evaporation , (11) 

nd 

˙ 
 gf = r i αg ρg 

( T sat − T g ) 

T sat 
for condensation , (12) 

here r i is mass transfer intensity factor, different values of which

an affect evaporation and condensation rates. In regards to boil-

ng, it is noted that r i values can have an impact on growth of va-

or bubble, interfacial behavior, flow regime, and total amount of

eat rejection predicted along the flow channel. Generally, high r i 
alues can cause unstable numerical convergence while low r i val-

es can result in a discrepancy between interface and saturation

emperatures. 

Table 3 provides a summary of literature relating to computa-

ional flow boiling and flow condensation work performed using

he VOF method with the Lee mass transfer model. Combination

f VOF method and Lee model is the most easily implemented ap-

roach among those available for computational two-phase flow

odeling and is capable of predicting a wide range of flow regimes

ncluding bubbly, slug, and stratified/wavy flow, rendering it a pop-

lar choice for design predictions of two-phase cooling applica-

ions. However, lack of understanding on how best to determine

 i value can limit its correct application in industry. Of special im-

ortance to the current study is appropriate determination of r i in

-D simulations that accounts for prevailing operating conditions,

uid properties, and flow geometry. Notice that all studies listed

n Table 3 employ identical r i values for both evaporation and con-

ensation in Eqs. (11) and (12) , respectively. 

Firstly, use of identical r i values for evaporation and conden-

ation is dependent on how much fluid is subcooled or super-

eated. Most studies in Table 3 deal with low subcooling or sat-

rated flow conditions. In this case, numerical error arising from r i 
alue (which can yield discrepancies between interfacial and satu-

ation temperatures) is relatively minor. However, as high subcool-

ng of around 34 °C is considered in present study, interfacial heat

iffusion is significant, making interface-tracking difficult and ac-

elerating vapor bubble condensation in non-physical fashion. Sec-

ndly, in regards to geometry (especially cross-section area), the
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Table 3 

Summary of computational works on channel flow condensation and flow boiling employing volume-of-fluid method and Lee mass transfer model. 

Author(s) System Dimensions Refrigerant Operating conditions 

Mass transfer intensity 

factor ( r i ) 

�T sub [ °C] G [kg/m 

2 s] q ′′ [kW/m 

2 ] 

Chen et al. [52] Rectangular micro-channel (3D) L = 300 mm FC-72 0 100–150 10–30 100 

Flow condensation H = 1 mm 

W = 1 mm 

Wu et al. [53] Serpentine tube (3D) L = 560 mm R141B 3 40–200 7–36 0.1 

Flow boiling d = 6 mm 

Yang et al. [54] Coiled tube (3D) L = 842.6 mm R141B 8–10 120–180 7–25 100 

Flow boiling d = 6 mm 

Bahreini et al. [55] Vertical mini-channel (2D) L = 200 mm HFE-7100 5 20–210 20–160 1 

Flow boiling H = 6 mm 

Lorenzini & Joshi [56] Micro-channel (3D) L = 5, 6 mm Water 0–10 500 0 −2700 

(Non-uniform) 

0.1 

Flow boiling H = 150, 

100 μm 

W = 300, 

200 μm 

De Schepper et al. [57] Single circular channel L = 11.3 m Gasoil 30 336.759 30.6–44.2 0.1 

Flow boiling d = 52.5 mm 

Fang et al. [58] Micro-channel L = 5 mm Water 3.5 269.73 60–250 100 

H = 150 μm 

Flow boiling W = 300 μm 

Alizadehdakhel et al. 

[59] 

Thermosyphon L h = 40 mm Water – – 14.7–29.3 0.1 

Pool boiling and condensation d = 1.75 cm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. Comparison of the influence of using identical versus different values for 

evaporation and condensation in the Lee model on vapor bubble formation along 

the channel. 

c  

a  

o  

t  
present setup is quite small. While entire micro-channels can be

engulfed by the thermal boundary layers, in macro-channels (such

as the present setup), there are core regions not covered by the

thermal boundary layers. These regions interrupt bubble produc-

tion, growth and existence along the flow channel by allowing for

entrainment and collapse (depending on local subcooling) of bub-

bles produced along the heated walls. Lastly, thermal conductiv-

ity and velocity of working fluid are also important factors. Dur-

ing transient computations of subcooled flow boiling, for a given

time step, heat is quickly transferred to the subcooled core region

while fluid with low thermal conductivity (vapor phase) cannot

transfer heat, influencing development of the thermal boundary

layer. Furthermore, subcooled flow with high velocity can flush out

the boundary layer or cause generation of a thin thermal bound-

ary layer, which is not a favorable environment for computational

predictions of phase change. Thus, use of identical r i values for

both evaporation and condensation in the Lee model is a good

assumption only in cases with low subcooling or saturated inlet,

small sized cross-section area, fluid with high thermal conductiv-

ity, and low inlet velocity. It must be noted that the value of r i 
should be theoretically different for evaporation and condensation

[60] , but it is not trivial to tune these values to match experimental

data because of unknown, undefined, or inconsistent variables such

as bubble diameter, interface shape, and accommodation coeffi-

cient; these are important factors required to obtain evaporation-

condensation flux developed from the Hertz-Knudsen formula and

kinetic theory. 

The operating conditions in this investigation (highly sub-

cooled FC-72, low thermal conductivity, high flow velocity, macro-

channel) mean use of identical r i values is no longer effective.

Fig. 7 compares, for G = 453.16 kg/m 

2 s, q ′′ = 143.24 kW/m 

2 , and

T sub = 32.57 °C, bubble formation predicted by the Lee model with

(i) identical mass transfer intensity factor value, r i = 100, used

for both evaporation and condensation, and (ii) different values,

r i = 100 for evaporation and 0.1 for condensation. Predicted vapor

bubble formations within the channel show appreciable discrep-

ancy from experimental results in the case with identical r i values

for evaporation and condensation. It is obvious that void fraction

predicted using identical r is much smaller due to much faster
i a  
ondensation of vapor bubbles by surrounding subcooled liquid,

nd consequently unrealistic depiction of bubble formation. On the

ther hand, use of different r i values for evaporation and condensa-

ion predicts bubble formation and behavior (including growth, co-

lescence and departure) that are closer to those observed exper-
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mentally. Unfortunately, quantitative comparison cannot be con-

ucted due to inherent difficulties present in calculating experi-

ental void fraction using only 2-D images. In 2-D images, a large

umber of bubbles are piled up and randomly deformed, so it is

ifficult to track exact outlines of every single bubble and calcu-

ate volume of vapor present at any given moment. Comparison

f average heated wall temperature was performed, but the tem-

erature difference was small even though distinct differences in

ubble formation were observed. 

To finally determine most appropriate r i value for evaporation

n 3-D flow boiling, five different values (10, 10 0, 30 0, 50 0, and

0 0 0) are examined and r i = 100 (along with r i = 0.1 for conden-

ation) is selected based on thorough assessment of ability to pre-

ict experimental bubble formation, interfacial behavior, and wall

emperature. 

. Results and discussion 

.1. Impact of shear-lift force 

Shear-lift force plays a critical role in the bubble detachment

rocess for cases where high flow inertia liquid occupies most of

he flow channel and acts to suppresses formation and growth of

mall vapor bubbles produced on the heated surface. In order to

alidate the effectiveness of the present computational methodol-

gy at capturing shear-lift force, a sample case simulating a single

ubble’s lift-off and trajectory after detachment is examined and

ompared to experimental data as well as analytic models. To bet-

er capture the effect of the shear-lift force, a single vapor bub-
ig. 8. (a) Example of single air bubble released in adiabatic Poiseuille water flow, wh

apturing force balance on a bubble, (b) Comparison of single bubble trajectory using exp

ser-define function (UDF) on the bubble’s (c) normal velocity and (d) axial velocity. 
le under microgravity conditions is considered, thereby eliminat-

ng any influence of buoyancy force. Analytic trajectory calculations

re performed using the models of Mei and Klausner [41] and Leg-

ndre and Magnaudet [35] for shear-lift and analyzing force bal-

nce of a bubble moving in Poiseuille flow as a function of time.

or the force balance, drag force, shear lift force, and momentum

erms including virtual mass force are considered. Computational

redictions with and without the UDF for shear-lift force are per-

ormed for comparison. The 2-D computational domain for this

imple case is illustrated in Fig. 8 (a) along with actual dimensions

f the experiment [40] used for validation. The adiabatic channel

s 40-cm long and 2-cm high and contains air-water flow. Fully de-

eloped velocity profile is used for inlet boundary, and mean liquid

elocity is 7 cm/s. A 4.5-mm diameter bubble with initial velocity

omponents u i = 2.8 cm/s (parallel to the wall) and v i = 2.0 cm/s

perpendicular to the wall) is generated with its center 0.43 cm

way from the wall. 

Fig. 8 (b) compares experimental single bubble trajectory with

hose calculated using analytic (solved numerically) and compu-

ational methods. It shows the computational method using the

DF for shear-lift force provides best agreement with experiment.

t also illustrates how the bubble rapidly moves upwards be-

ause of strong shear-lift force near the wall. As the bubble mi-

rates, relative velocity between the two phases gets smaller, re-

ucing shear-lift force, and converges towards the channel cen-

erline ( y = 1.0 cm) due to equilibrium of positive and negative

hear-lift forces at this point. Trajectory predicted computation-

lly without inclusion of the UDF for shear-lift force also shows

he bubble approaching the channel’s centerline, albeit at a much
ich is used for evaluating effectiveness of present computational methodology at 

erimental, computational, and analytic results, and investigation into the effect of 
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slower rate than observed experimentally and predicted when us-

ing the UDF. This shows how, without the UDF, there is no ad-

ditional force acting on the bubble in the transverse direction, and

initial y -velocity is dominant in determining bubble motion. This is

also proven in Fig. 8 (c), which shows, without the UDF, y -velocity

exhibits a monotonic decrease with time, while with the UDF ini-

tially increases above its initial velocity, then decreases because of

negative force in the y direction, before fluctuating some as the

bubble approaches the channel centerline. These differences in y-

velocity also manifest in x- velocity, Fig. 8 (d), as the case with the

UDF shows the bubble penetrates the high-velocity liquid core ear-

lier and is significantly accelerated, while that without the UDF,

shows the bubble remains in the near-wall region for far longer. 

It is important to point out that, with the UDF, Figs. 8 (c)

and 8(d) also capture the instantaneous fluctuations of x - and y -

velocities, which are the outcome of ability to account for spatial

and temporal variations of local liquid velocities surrounding the

vapor bubble as the bubble rises and deforms, which also affect

the bubble trajectory. On the other hand, without the UDF, changes

in local velocities of liquid caused by bubble rise are not predicted,

which results in non-physical smooth bubble drift along stream-

lines determined mainly by the inlet liquid profile. 

Fig. 8 (b) also shows how, when it comes to analytic calculations

based on force balance for single bubble moving in time and space,

the Mei and Klausner model over predicts bubble trajectory as vir-

tual mass force (which is the inertia added to a bubble because
Fig. 9. Computationally predicted flow visualization images of entire heated channel for

percentage of CHF. 
n accelerating or decelerating bubble must push its way through

urrounding liquid) cannot be carefully calculated every iteration.

t still ends up converging into the core region of the flow chan-

el, however, due to shear-lift working in the opposite direction

fter it initially overshoots the centerline. On the other hand, the

egendre and Magnaudet model predicts the bubble linearly lifts

ff away from the initial location. This model considers only rela-

ive velocity between a bubble and liquid flow velocity to calculate

he shear-lift force, but not any other local fluid flow character-

stics. Overall, both analytic solutions neglect to consider interfa-

ial behavior, bubble deformation, or other local interactions be-

ween the bubble and surrounding liquid, meaning projected area

or drag and shear-lift forces is assumed constant with time. This

s a key area where the computational approach has a clear ad-

antage, evidenced by the computational approach with modified

hear-lift modeling providing best predictions of bubble lift-off and

rajectory. 

.2. Fluid flow and heat transfer characteristics of highly subcooled 

oiling predicted by 3-D computational model with shear-lift force 

DF 

Fig. 9 shows computational visualization results obtained us-

ng the aforementioned computational method with the shear-lift

DF. Captured are images of flow boiling along the entire heated

ength as well as enlarged discrete regions (upstream, middle and
 different mass velocities and different heat fluxes corresponding to fairly similar 
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Fig. 10. Comparison of computed axial variations of vapor void fraction for four 

different mass velocities. 
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Fig. 11. Vector field of cross-sectional area volume-of-fraction contours at 

z = 79.2 mm for G = 176.52 kg/m 

2 s and q ′′ = 104 kW/m 
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ownstream) for vertical upflow boiling with highly subcooled in-

et conditions and mass velocities of G = 176.52, 445.75, 836.64,

nd 2432.51 kg/m 

2 s. Heat fluxes in each case are different, but

re all about 43% of CHF. Individual images illustrate instantaneous

nd temporal tracking of interfacial behavior and wall temperature

ontours corresponding to each set of operating conditions. 

Vapor growth, bubble departure, entrainment, coalescence, and

reak-up are key facets of subcooled flow boiling. In Fig. 9 , pure

iquid with high subcooling of approximately 33 °C enters the

eated portion of the flow channel, and tiny bubbles begin to form

n entrance region. These bubbles grow in the axial direction as

hey coalescence and the rate of condensation diminishes due to

ncreasing bulk fluid temperature along the channel. Vapor bubbles

n the downstream region are seen to partially detach from the

urface and migrate towards the liquid core. All heated wall phe-

omena observed are almost symmetrical in the computational re-

ults, but not exactly identical because of differences in small scale

ake effects and rate of local vapor collision and bubble coales-

ence. 

Fig. 9 shows obvious differences between cases with high mass

elocities a nd those with lower mass velocities. As mass velocity

ncreases, deformation of vapor bubbles is appreciable and pinch-

ng of vapor bubbles becomes noticeable, leading large bubbles to

reak into small discrete bubbles in the downstream region. This

s largely due to strong shear stresses generated from both heated

nd adiabatic surfaces for higher mass velocities. Bubble shape is

lso seen to be less spherical than that under low mass velocity

onditions. 

For the highest mass velocity case of G = 2432.51 kg/m 

2 s,

ingle-phase convection plays an important heat transfer role,

mall bubbles generated along the surface are unable to grow into

arge bubbles because of the ability of bulk liquid with high iner-

ia to maintain its subcooling along the entire channel, and a thin

hermal boundary layer is maintained along the entire channel.

igh flow velocity in this case also prevents any gradual evapora-

ion due to minimal residence time along the heated walls. These

ffects make only a few computational cells near heated surfaces

atisfy the saturation requirement for boiling (as outlined for the

ee mass transfer model), which results in decreased vapor void

raction. Fig. 9 also shows the variation of surface temperature be-

ween inlet and exit is around 5.5 °C for all mass velocity cases.

his is evidence flow boiling is highly effective at maintaining rel-

tively uniform temperature compared to purely single-phase heat

ransfer. 

Axial variation of vapor void fraction along the channel is quan-

itatively examined to understand the influence of mass velocity on

apor generation. Fig. 10 compares vapor fraction for G = 176.52,
45.75, 836.64, and 2432.51 kg/m 

2 s computed at seven axial lo-

ations ( z = 5.4, 22.7, 40.0, 57.3, 74.6, 91.9, and 109.2 mm) then

patially and time-averaged after reaching steady state. As distor-

ion of bubble shapes becomes severe as mass velocity increases,

mproper guesses of bubble shape from experimental video images

an cause serious errors when attempting to estimate local void

raction. This is why, unlike the authors’ prior 2-D work [34] , ex-

erimental results are not compared with the present 3-D compu-

ational void fraction results. Overall, predicted vapor void fraction

n the present study shows a trend similar to that seen in the pre-

ious 2-D study. However, because the fraction of cross-sectional

rea occupied by liquid is much larger than by vapor in the 3-D

imulations, void fraction values here are lower than those from

he 2-D simulations. 

Fig. 10 shows void fraction starts from very low values (less

han 1%) in the upstream region and increases gradually towards

he exit for all cases. The results (excepting the highest mass

elocity case) show large increments of void fraction with dis-

ance. The lowest velocity case in particular shows void fraction

ncreases rapidly after the fifth point ( z = 74.6 mm) where large

ubbles are observed after coalescence begins to occur. It is inter-

sting that values of void fraction for all cases except the highest

ass velocity are somewhat similar despite predicted bubble sizes

nd interactions between bubbles differing, as shown in Fig. 9 .

esults for the highest mass velocity case, meanwhile, highlight

ow increased velocity suppresses bubble growth, stimulates bub-

le break-up, and invigorates condensation, resulting in very small

oid fractions in the range of ~ 0–2%. 

Fig. 11 depicts instantaneously captured vector field in cross-

ectional area at z = 79.2 mm along with a volume-of-fraction

ontour plot for G = 176.52 kg/m 

2 s and q ′′ = 104 kW/m 

2 . This

gure captures the moment two large bubbles attached each to an

pposite surface begin to depart. It is clear only one vector field

or both liquid and vapor exists due to formulation of the VOF

ethod as described previously. However, the UDF added shear-

ift force F acts on the cell occupied by vapor as an extra source
sl 
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Fig. 12. (a) Comparison of flow visualization from experiment with predictions of 

present 3-D computational method and authors’ previous 2-D method [34] , (b) 

Comparison of corresponding average wall temperature with mass velocity. 
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term in the momentum equation, yielding the detailed 3-D vector

field with components vectors u ( x -direction), v ( y -direction nor-

mal to the surface), and w ( z -direction), which are projected onto

the x - y plane in Fig. 11 . Inside vapor cells (red color) F sl points in

a direction normal to the surface. 

This 3-D simulation also shows a large recirculation zone

next to the lower bubble, which may contribute additional phase

change by increasing liquid replenishment into near-wall region

and encouraging further nucleation; an effect that cannot be cap-

tured in 2-D simulations. This is further validation that shear-lift

both affects bubble detachment and enhances heat transfer by gen-

erating recirculation zones. 

4.3. Validation of computed results 

To more explicitly highlight advantages of moving from 2-D to

3-D simulations, Fig. 12 (a) provides a comparison of flow visu-

alization predicted by 2-D and 3-D computational methods (in-

cluding the shear-lift modeling) with that captured experimen-

tally. The lowest mass velocity case of G = 176.52 kg/m 

2 s with

q ′′ = 104 kW/m 

2 is excluded since it was not computed in the pre-

vious 2-D study. Predicted flow regimes from 3-D simulations are

similar to both 2-D and experimental results. Even though more

bubbles are generated in 3-D simulations compared to 2-D, this

may be attributed to the increase in heated wall area in contact

with liquid. Interfacial behavior from 3-D simulations is also in

good agreement with experiments as well as 2-D simulations, and

any over- or under-prediction of shear-lift force acting on vapor

phase using the formulation described in Section 3 are not notice-

able. But one interesting difference is the location where nucleate

boiling initiates in 3-D simulation is further upstream compared to

2-D. 

Fig. 12 (b) shows a comparison of channel-averaged steady-state

wall temperature versus mass velocity from 2-D and 3-D simula-

tions alongside experimental results. This plot clearly shows the

superiority of the present 3-D computational work with modified

shear-lift modeling over the prior 2-D results as the 3-D curve is

noticeably closer to experimental values for each mass velocity.

Additionally, 3-D results match the slope of the experimental curve

exactly, while 2-D results show a departure as mass velocity is in-

creased. For the lower mass velocity case ( G = 445.75 kg/m 

2 s), av-

erage wall temperature predicted by 3-D simulation is only ~2 °C
greater than the experimental value, while the 2-D simulation pre-

dicts a value ~7 °C higher. These differences increase with increas-

ing mass velocity, with 3-D results offset from experiments by

~5 °C for both G = 836.64 and 2432.51 kg/m 

2 s cases, while 2-D re-

sults over-predict temperature by ~15 °C and ~25 °C, respectively.

The superiority of 3-D simulations results from the increased area

for phase change, additional turbulent and wake effects in the span

direction (produced by shear stress from the adiabatic sidewalls),

and increased bubble departure rate due to the shear-lift force.

Bubble detachment is suppressed by liquid with high inertia in 2-

D simulations, but modified shear-lift modeling in the present 3-D

work makes bubbles behave more physically. 

Fig. 13 (a) and 13 (b) show wall temperature and heat transfer

coefficient variations along the heated portion of the channel. Here,

cases with four different mass velocities and heat fluxes are com-

pared with one another. All values presented in this figure are spa-

tially and time-averaged over a few seconds of steady-state simula-

tion. Results from the authors’ prior 2-D computational simulations

[34] are averages of left and right wall values, while those from

present 3-D simulations are indicated for each wall separately. 

Fig. 13 (a) shows wall temperature increases in the entrance re-

gion for all mass velocities tested due to dominance of single-

phase heat transfer in this region (despite some minimal vapor

generation as shown in Fig. 9 ). This entrance region corresponds
o the surface from z = 0 mm to ~20 mm. Temperature differ-

nce between experimental results and 3-D simulations is mini-

al for the lowest mass velocity and increases slightly with in-

reasing mass velocity. Once nucleate boiling begins, 3-D predicted

all temperature is largely constant along the channel, with values

ear 67 °C for the cases of G = 176.52 and 445.75 kg/m 

2 s, 75 °C
or G = 836.64, and 81 °C for G = 2432.51 kg/m 

2 s. This is seen as

 sizable improvement compared to 2-D simulation results, which

how values that are both higher than measured and continuously

ncreasing in the axial direction due to artificial vapor adhesion to

he heated walls, which is rectified in the 3-D simulations through

odified shear-lift modeling. The improvement with 3-D simula-

ions is most noticeable for the highest mass velocity case, with
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Fig. 13. Comparison of measured axial variations of (a) wall temperature and (b) heat transfer coefficient with predictions using present 3-D computational method and 

authors’ previous 2-D method [34] . 

Fig. 14. Comparison of measured and 3-D computed average, wall temperature and 

average heat transfer coefficient for four different mass velocities. 
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redicted wall temperature in the present study 20–25 °C lower

han 2-D results in the middle and downstream regions. This too is

ttributable to modified shear-lift modeling and shear-stress effects

rovided by sidewalls in the 3-D domain leading the cycle of nu-
leation, bubble growth, and departure to repeat more frequently.

espite this appreciable improvement, it remains difficult to cap-

ure the experimental temperature decrease in the exit region, al-

hough it is believed further improvements in capturing interfacial

henomena will resolve this discrepancy. 

Fig. 13 (b) shows axial variations of local heat transfer coef-

cient, h , with distance for the four mass velocities and heat

uxes ranging around 43% of CHF. Similar to wall temperature,

redicted local heat transfer coefficient is also spatially and time-

veraged over a few seconds of steady-state simulation. Predicted

eat transfer coefficient is computed by dividing heat flux by tem-

erature difference (between solid and fluid mixture temperatures,

oth determined through area-weighted averaging). Experimental

ocal heat transfer coefficient is determined using a simple control

olume energy balance centered on each thermocouple illustrated

n Fig. 2 (c). Fig. 13 (b) shows 3-D computed heat transfer coeffi-

ients are well predicted over the different operating conditions.

xperimental heat transfer coefficient values are seen to decrease

n the entrance region, maintain a constant value in the middle re-

ion, and increase in the exit region. Heat transfer coefficient for

he lowest mass velocity of G = 176.52 kg/m 

2 s predicted using

he present 3-D simulations gradually increases with distance, as

ontinuous thermal boundary layer development allows continu-
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Fig. 15. Instantaneous variation of computed (a) axial velocity and (b) fluid temperature across the channel at three axial locations (entrance, middle, and exit regions) for 

different operating conditions. 
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us phase change and bulk flow temperature increase. For higher

elocities, a slight reduction in h is seen in the entrance region,

ollowed by a slight increase along the remaining channel length

likely due to flow acceleration brought on by increasing void frac-

ion). All 3-D predicted heat transfer coefficients are in reasonable

greement with experimental values, compared to less accurate

redictions using the 2-D simulations. Due to the presence of adi-

batic walls in the 3-D domain, shear stress becomes increasingly

nfluential as mass velocity increases, resulting in increasingly bet-

er prediction of h over 2-D results. These facts further demon-

trate superiority of the current 3-D approach over prior 2-D re-

ults. 

Overall, deviation between measurements and 3-D predicted h

s less than 400 W/m 

2 K throughout the middle region of the chan-

el, with a minimum difference of only 0.3% for the second lowest

ass velocity case. Differences between predicted and measured

alues are comparatively large in the upstream region, however,

ith maximum deviation of around 25% for the highest mass ve-

ocity case. Deviation in the entrance region is largely attributable

o over-prediction of wall temperature in this portion of the chan-

el. 

Fig. 14 shows 3-D predicted average values of wall temperature

nd heat transfer coefficient (wi th averaging achieved over entire

eat length) match experimental trends well, further demonstrat-

ng the effectiveness of the current 3-D computational method at

redicting the boiling process more physically than prior 2-D work.

n addition to inclusion of modified shear-lift force and shear stress

rom the sidewalls, the 3-D simulations allows for more realistic

ubble shapes compared to 2-D. This leads to more physical con-

act area between phases as well as 3-D turbulent effects which

ig. 11 showed impacts heat transfer as well. 

Despite these significant improvements, it is still difficult to

odel the initial boiling process of vapor growth in cavities on

he heated surface as vastly differing length scales mean surface

oughness effects are neglected and only bulk phenomena consid-

red. Simulating bubble growth from physical cavities can improve

rediction accuracy of wall temperature and heat transfer coeffi-

ient in the entrance region, although current computing resources

re insufficient to tackle this type of multi-scale problem. 

.4. Predicted velocity and temperature profiles 

Fig. 15 (a) and 15 (b) show, respectively, cross-sectional profiles

f computed axial velocity and fluid mixture temperature at three

xial locations for all four operating conditions. These profiles are

nstantaneously exported after steady state along a diagonal line

n the cross section at each location (entrance, middle, and exit) to

nderstand the influence of shear stress (produced by both heated

nd adiabatic surfaces) on local velocity and temperature. 

For all cases, the velocity profiles at z = 5.4 mm are fairly sim-

lar to that used as inlet condition as little vapor formation has

ccurred. As nucleate boiling becomes appreciable in the middle

egion, vapor motion begins to affect profiles. Distortion from the

nitial profile becomes considerable as vapor bubble penetrates to-

ard the core region of the channel following bubble departure

nd coalescence. 

Similar to velocity profiles, fluid mixture temperature grad-

ally develops with distance, leading to the development of

 thermal boundary layer. Distortion of temperature profiles is

learly observed in the downstream region due to thermal dif-

usion, advection from heated surfaces, as well as vapor bub-

le motion. Interestingly, for temperature profiles for the case of

 = 836.64 kg/m 

2 s, subcooled liquid replenishment is captured

t z = 109.2 mm as there are two troughs around wall regions.

s mass velocity increases, the gradients of velocity and tempera-
ure in the direction normal to the surface grows, so prediction of

hear-stress transport within the boundary layer is important. 

Moving along the channel across all cases appreciable increases

n core temperature are observed. For the highest mass velocity,

owever, velocity and temperature profiles at all three locations

re similar to their inlet values because bubble migration toward

he center of the flow channel is suppressed by high flow inertia.

oiling still takes place in this case with small bubbles forming and

ifting off from heated surfaces, but highly subcooled liquid leads

o rapid condensation as they attempt to enter bulk flow. This lim-

ts their influence on velocity and temperature profiles. 

. Conclusions 

The present study focused on use of a 3-D computational ap-

roach with advanced modeling for shear-lift force in ANSYS-

LUENT to predict highly subcooled nucleate flow boiling of FC-

2. Four different mass velocity cases were evaluated, with heat

uxes of ~ 41–46% of CHF in each case applied to the two oppo-

ite heated surfaces of a rectangular channel in vertical upflow. De-

ailed information relating to the effect of shear-lift force and the

bility of ANSYS-FLUENT to accurately capture its effects was pro-

ided through comparison with experimental results and analytic

redictions. Comparison of 3-D with prior 2-D predictions and ex-

erimental results showed the ability of the current computational

pproach to surpass prior 2-D results by closely matching exper-

mental measurements. Detailed local computational results were

lso utilized to highlight local phenomena (velocity and tempera-

ure profiles) not easily determined through experiments. Key find-

ngs from present study are as follows. 

(1) The 3-D computational approach outlined here captures

complicated subcooled flow boiling behavior along the

heated portion of the channel, including vapor generation,

bubble sliding, bubble departure, coalescence, and bubble

break-up. Prediction of wall temperature and heat transfer

coefficient is appreciably improved from prior 2-D work due

to the increase of area in contact with liquid phase as well

as shear-lift force and sidewall shear stress leading to more

aggressive phase change. 

(2) Modeling shear lift force is required to overcome innate lim-

itations of the VOF model which employs only a single mo-

mentum equation for two phases and thus struggles to accu-

rately represent interfacial forces. Inclusion of shear-lift force

model prevents premature prediction of CHF through vapor

blanketing by providing more realistic capture of bubble de-

parture from heated walls. By enhancing physicality of bub-

ble lift-off predictions, addition of modified shear-lift force

provides more opportunity for liquid to replenish the near

wall region, improving heat transfer. The 3-D nature of the

present simulations also allowed for prediction of recircula-

tion zones, further enhancing physicality of the heat transfer

results. 

(3) Mass transfer intensity factor r i must be carefully tuned sep-

arately for evaporation and condensation in 3-D computa-

tional models for highly subcooled flow boiling of low con-

ductivity fluids in macro-scale channels at high flow rates.

This is due to significant interfacial heat diffusion leading to

difficulty tracking interfacial behavior. Use of non-identical

mass transfer intensity factors for evaporation and conden-

sation prevents over-prediction of vapor condensation while

within subcooled bulk liquid. 

(4) The 3-D computational methodology outlined here exhibits

capability to predict realistic flow boiling results across var-

ious operating conditions. This computational approach also

shows substantial improvement over prior 2-D results. Pre-
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diction of nucleate boiling in the entrance region is still a

challenge, however, requiring additional modeling of boiling

in small cavities to alleviate current deviations occurring in

the upstream region. This is highly demanding computation-

ally and requires further thought on how to best implement

to achieve more accurate results. 
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